
PROOFREADING CHECKLIST 
 

Author:                       Title:   
 

Estimated Hours:   Due Date:    Proofreader:  
 

 Proofing 1  (Galleys)                 Proofing 2  (Page Proofs) 

 

All proofs: 

_____Inform the editor immediately if you think you will need to go over the estimated time by more than 10 percent.  

_____Update style sheet, or create style sheet if none is provided. Note that editor may deviate from house style or Webster’s. 

_____Query style sheet deviations from house style and Webster’s at first use only in text with comment. 

_____Read copyright page. Are Scripture permissions up-to-date per Baker-Revell Style Manual?  

_____Match table of contents with part and chapter titles in text. Query discrepancies. 

_____Check sequence of figures, tables, and illustrations in text. Check list of figures, tables, and illustrations against figure, 

table, and illustration titles in text. 

_____Check to see that source information is complete the first time cited; check subsequent references for correct form. 

_____Conform notes and bibliography to house style, unless deviation is consistent (then query at first use). 

_____Read for typos, for grammatical errors, and for sense. Flag anything unusual with a comment. 

_____Rename file with your initials before sending it back to the editor.  

_____Keep a copy of your email with proofread file for safekeeping for at least two weeks.  

 

Proofing 1/GALLEYS only: 

_____Work in Word with Track Changes on. 

_____Use Comment balloons for queries/comments. 

_____Check sequence of notes (endnotes/footnotes) in text; these should be automated to match corresponding reference notes. 

 

Proofing 2/PAGE PROOFS only:  

_____Use Adobe Reader Baker stamps and tools for mark-up. The highlight tool can be used to flag text for queries, but queries 

to editor—addressed to “QE”—should be inserted into a text box in the margin.  

_____Insert page numbers for cross-references. 

_____Insert page numbers in table of contents. 

_____Highlight endnote/footnote callouts in text. 

_____Mark anything not intended to be in print. 

_____Check position of breakouts. Are they as close to the reference as possible? If not, query.  

_____Check for bad line breaks (word division, hyphen and word blocks, orphans). 

_____Check for bad page breaks (widows and orphans; less than five lines at end of chapter). 

_____Check headings for consistency in size, position, sequence, font, punctuation, and capitalization. 

_____Check running heads and folios for proper sequence, font, and wording. 

 

Additional requests (if checked): 

_____  Make two proofreading passes. 

_____  Check and identify all Scripture verses used. 

_____  Tally number of verses used from each Bible 

version quoted; mark on style sheet. 

_____  Spot check Scripture references. 

 

Fiction: 

_____Check timelines and continuity of characters and 

scenes. 

_____In page proofs, allow orphans at end-of-paragraph 

line breaks. 

_____Check for disclaimer on copyright page. Query if 

absent. 

_____Check for consecutive chapter numbers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes and Concerns:  

 

 


